This is an important subject and will soon be even more so. The approach of this little book is helpful and thorough.As background reading, and an aid to thinking clearly about what our patients could and should do for themselves for their better health, the book is fine. As reference material for further reading it provides a good start, though since the bibliography is, as the authors admit, only marginally non-American that start is biassed until the promised additions come from the Department of Community Health at Nottingham. The material itself is heavily influenced by Scandinavian and American experience.
Though the style is dry and somewhat unenthusiastic I regard this as a valuable library book. It is, however, hardly what we or our patients need in the surgery; such a book remains to be written.
D G WILSON

General Practitioner
Bushey, Hertfordshire Edinburgh and Medicine compiled by R G W Anderson and A D C Simpson pp viii+72 illustrated £1.75 Edinburgh: Royal Scottish Museum 1976 Although designed primarily as a catalogue to the exhibition which commemorated the 250th anniversary of the Edinburgh Medical Faculty, this little book achieves far more. It delineates in a series of concise essays and well-varied illustrations both the background from which the Faculty sprang in 1726, and some major landmarks of its journey during the subsequent two and a half centuries. The opening contribution, on the history of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, is by the late Sir John Bruce, who sadly missed the celebrations by several months. The story of the city's other great medical corporation, the Royal College of Physicians, is told with characteristic eloquence by Sir Derrick Dunlop. Edinburgh's hospitals and the University Faculty itself receive good historical accounts within the limited space allotted to them.
Finally, the brief descriptions of 571 well-chosen exhibition items will prove tantalizing to all who had the misfortune to miss an event of great significance in the history of medicine.
SYDNEY SELWYN
Section Editor Section of the History of Medicine
The Early Years of the Edinburgh Medical School edited by R G W Anderson and A D C Simpson pp viii + 124 £3 Edinburgh: Royal Scottish Museum 1976 In format this is a deceptively modest work. Enclosed between its soft covers, the 126 or so tall pages of small print contain an excellent and detailed account of the origins, early progress and influence of the Edinburgh Medical School. The book forms the proceedings of a symposium held during the 250th anniversary of the Medical Faculty in 1976.
Appropriately, the first paper is by Professor W R 0 Gostlings of the parent medical faculty at Leiden. He describes how Leiden became the temporary custodian of 'the torch of medical learning' in succession to Padua. Its transmission to Edinburgh, Britain's first civic university, in 1726 was partly due to an enlightened town councilin particular the Lord Provost George Drummond. His friend John Monro, who was an apothecary-surgeon also played a notable part, which was continued for almost one hundred and fifty years by the extraordinary Monro dynasty of anatomists.
An unexpected pleasure in the book is a chapter on Sir Robert Sibbald, one ofthe three professors of medicine appointed in 1685 (forty-one years before the formation of the Faculty). Now almost unknown, Sibbald was a true polymath and precursor ofsuch Edinburgh giants as Sir John Pringle and Sir James Simpson; he was, for example, Physician to the King, Geographer Royal and the Father of Scottish Natural History. Other valuable chapters deal with the influential 'Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia' initiated by Sibbald in 1685, eighteenth century medical teaching and practice, and Edinburgh's enormous influence on American medicine.
SYDNEY SELWYN
Section Editor Section of the History of Medicine
